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a b s t r a c t
People are observed to assortatively connect on a set of traits. This phenomenon, termed assortative
mixing or sometimes homophily, can be quantiﬁed through assortativity coeﬃcient in social networks.
Uncovering the exact causes of strong assortative mixing found in social networks has been a research
challenge. Among the main suggested causes from sociology are the tendency of similar individuals to
connect (often itself referred as homophily) and the social inﬂuence among already connected individuals.
Distinguishing between these tendencies and other plausible causes and quantifying their contribution to
the amount of assortative mixing has been a diﬃcult task, and proven not even possible from observational data. However, another task of similar importance to researchers and in practice can be tackled,
as we present here: understanding the exact mechanisms of interplay between these tendencies and the
underlying social network structure. Namely, in addition to the mentioned assortativity coeﬃcient, there
are several other static and temporal network properties and substructures that can be linked to the
tendencies of homophily and social inﬂuence in the social network and we herein investigate those.
Concretely, we tackle a computer-mediated communication network (based on Twitter mentions) and
a particular type of assortative mixing that can be inferred from the semantic features of communication
content that we term semantic homophily. Our work, to the best of our knowledge, is the ﬁrst to offer an
in-depth analysis on semantic homophily in a communication network and the interplay between them.
We quantify diverse levels of semantic homophily, identify the semantic aspects that are the drivers of
observed homophily and show insights in its temporal evolution. By analyzing these mechanisms we
increase understanding on what are the semantic aspects that shape and how they shape the human
computer-mediated communication. In addition, our analysis framework presented on this concrete case
can be easily adapted, extended and applied on other type of social networks and for different types of
homophily.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Homophily [17,35,37,44] represents the tendency of individuals
who are similar on some traits to connect (become friends, follow each other, communicate etc.) in a social network. Social inﬂuence (peer pressure) is the inverse tendency of becoming similar on some traits or adopting certain behavior from your social
contacts. Both, homophily, and social inﬂuence result in assortative mixing in the network. Assortative mixing or social correlation
means that neighbors exhibit a higher similarity compared to random users in the network. Assortative mixing is repeatedly conﬁrmed in social network analysis literature [3,5,11,20,70]. A ques∗
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tion remains, to what extent is the observed assortative mixing a
result of an underlying homophily that shapes the formation of
the network or of the social inﬂuence taking place in an already
formed network [37]. In addition to individuals connecting to similar individuals, link dissolution over time among non-similar individuals is another suggested mechanism relating to homophily.
Yet another factor that could cause assortative mixing is a common external inﬂuence. Moreover, a combination of these factors is often at play. For instance, an external factor might have a
non-homogeneous adoption in the network because friends have a
higher common latent propensity for it and adopt it to a larger extent than non-friends. Distinguishing between these factors as the
causes of assortative mixing has been a challenge, and proven not
even possible from observational data [68].
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Extensive research is conducted in sociology on homophily in
social networks (see the seminal review by McPherson et al. [44]).
The classical paper [35] from the middle of the 20th century introduced two basic levels of homophily: status and value homophily.
Status homophily relates to any formal or perceived status among
individuals. It includes some of the most important social dimensions, such as race, ethnicity, sex, age, education, occupation and religion. Value homophily relates to our internal states that might
shape the future behavior; for example: abilities (intelligence), aspirations, and attitudes (political orientation), regardless of the differences in status.
The picture on homophily is additionally complicated because
not all social links are equal. In his famous Strength of Weak
Ties (SWT) theory, Granovetter [28] discussed the differences
between strong links and weak links. He deﬁned strong links
through a combination of time, intimacy, emotional intensity and
reciprocity. Granovetter also argued that users connected with a
strong link are more likely to be similar. Weak links correspond
to acquaintances with whom there is usually less interaction.
However, those are the bridging links that introduce the node to
novel and potentially useful information. Another similar theory
introduces the advantageous network position of bridging nodes
using the concept of structural holes [13]. Burt [13] argues that
the nodes positioned between different network groups are more
familiar with alternative ideas and behaviors compared to the
nodes embedded in dense clusters. He developed a measure of
structural holes corresponding to the advantageous social position
that is named Burt’s index after him. Described network position
can be a more implicit cause of homophily. Research ﬁnding exist
that holding a same position inside an organization will induce
larger homophily between individuals than it would be the case if
the links were random [42].
1.1. Background and motivation
With online social networks (OSNs) becoming widely used, researchers are nowadays gaining access to data that were previously
unimaginable in sociology. High numbers of OSN users and their
active engagement create large-scale datasets of social interactions.
This in turn has lead to a wave of new research tackling introduced
and many other sociological phenomena within OSNs [22,80]. Such
research lies in between sociology, on one side, and computer science required for processing and analyzing large-scale datasets, on
another. Hence a new research ﬁeld termed computational social
science emerged [36]. Our study is situated within this ﬁeld. We
study introduced tendencies of status and value homophily, their
interplay with links of different strength and through time in the
context of a particular OSN, Twitter.
Depending on the purpose of OSN, connections among its users
describe a different relationship. In most of the studies on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or Flickr, for instance, connections are
taken to represent friendship, acquaintanceship or followership.
Such links are binary (connected or not) and one time (once formed
and persist). Some other binary and one time relationships are citations (bloggers) or professional cooperation (LinkedIn). However,
almost all OSNs provide additional layers of interactions that enable
to assign other types of links to the users. For instance, users can
send messages, write wall posts, they can mention each other or in
some networks endorse or give rating. Such interactions enable to
assign strength and temporal dimension to the links. In our study
on Twitter data we analyze underlying communication via direct
messages as the basis for forming links. This makes our study different from a number of previous studies in which assigned links
are binary and one time. Xiang et al. [76] developed a connection
strength indicator based on interaction activity and argued how it
offers more information compared to binary links. While not de-

Fig. 1. General framework of our study. In addition to the evidence found for some
existing sociological theories in the empirical Twitter data, we also ﬁnd evidence
pointing to some hypotheses. However, such hypotheses remain open questions as
they should be evaluated and conﬁrmed in several other datasets before any general
conclusions about semantic homophily in communication are reached.

veloping a sophisticated model as Xiang et al. [76], we also consider the links between users based on their interaction frequency
(number of mentions) instead of binary links. The frequency and
times of interaction add a temporal dimension: links in our network can be persisting, or they can form, decommission and form
again during the dataset time-frame.
Fig. 1 presents the general framework of our study. As depicted,
we operate on empirical datasets (from Twitter and Wikipedia),
while basing our research questions on existing sociological theories. Communication network that we analyze is built from Twitter mentions. A natural method to asses homophily in communication is through semantic aspects of it, hence we talk about semantic homophily. We deﬁne semantic homophily as the degree
of assortative mixing on semantic aspects in communication. We
build a semantic database from a Wikipedia dataset according to
the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [25] algorithm. This semantic database and the IBM Alchemy API [2] enable to assess semantic aspects of tweets. Through these semantic aspects, in turn, we
measure semantic homophily.
In the following section, we summarize the terminology used
in this study.
1.2. Terminology
Communication network is based on Twitter mentions, representing computer-mediated online communication [73]. The network nodes correspond to Twitter users, and the directed links to
the tweets in which they mention each other. The tweet content is
also included. Our network is a subtype of previously introduced
interaction networks [74]. The links in our network are not only
formed once (one time), but they require an active engagement
over time. They are also not binary, but have strength based on
the number of mentions. When a user A follows a user B it simply states some type of potential interest in what B has to say.
Depending on their time zones and on the number of other users
that A is following, she might not even get to see any of B’s tweets.
In the case of our communication network we can clearly point to
an interaction and information diffusion (when the user A mentions the user B), instead of simply speculating about it when using
the friendship/follower network. Communication generally refers
to exchanging of information. We recognize the potential of Twitter mentions to carry two different forms of information exchange.
In the ﬁrst form, the source is directly addressing the receiver. In
the second form, there is a sort of authority attribution where the
source comments to the rest of the Twitter users about the receiver (this could be a critique as well).
Communication intensity (CI) denotes the weight on the links
i.e., the number of mentions between a pair of users. CI is also
taken as an indicator of link strength after SWT theory [28].
Assortative mixing or social correlation represents higher
similarity on certain traits between neighbors compared to random
users in a network. In other words, it is preferential attachment
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of individuals who are similar on some traits. Given a network,
assortative mixing can be measured through several assortativity
coeﬃcients (see Methods 7.1).
Semantic homophily is assortative mixing on semantic aspects
of communication. We point out that in many related studies, the
term homophily is used with the meaning of assortative mixing as
we introduced it here. A possible reason is the described indistinguishability of homophily with social inﬂuence. We also use the
term semantic homophily, while a more precise term would be
semantic assortative mixing. However, we select to talk about semantic homophily in order to be consistent with the related studies and also since we do not focus on distinguishing between homophily and social inﬂuence. In order to measure semantic homophily, we tackle several semantic aspects of communication discussed in the following.
Semantic relatedness (SR) represents similarity and relatedness of topics in two texts. SR is a more general metric compared to semantic similarity [30] since in addition to similarity,
it includes also any other relation between the terms, such as
antonymes (opposite terms) [38] and meronymes (a term is a part
of or member of the other) [48]. For instance, the term airplane is
similar to the term spacecraft. The same term is related to car, train
or wing, but not similar to them. SR between texts is quantiﬁed by
a value ranging from 0 (not related at all) to 1 (maximally related).
Sentiment of a text receives a value ranging from −1 (negative)
to 1 (positive).
Entities represent concrete topics discussed in a text, such as:
people, companies, organizations, cities and geographic features.
Concepts represent abstract ideas in a text. For example, if an
article mentions CERN and the Higgs boson, it will have Large Hadron
Collider as a concept even if the term is not mentioned explicitly in
the page [2].
ˆ ) is a function of some network
Communication propensity (cp
property measuring the extent to which the observed communication and its intensity diverge from what would be expected in
a uniformly random setting with respect to that property. We investigate communication propensity with respect to SR threshold
(formula in Section 4.1).
Social capital [12,59] represents actual and potential resources
that are linked to the ego’s social network and relationships.
Hence, in similarity to the socio-semantic networks [65], we deﬁne
social capital in our communication network as the total number of
contacts (degree in the unweighted network) or the total strength of
contacts (degree in the weighted network). Moreover, in both cases
we can separate popularity (indegree) and activity (outdegree). Another way we use to access social capital is in terms of network
position measured with Burt’s index [13] (see Methods 7.2).
Semantic capital denotes the amount of diversity in a text with
respect to the above introduced semantic attributes, similarly as in
[65].
Relative status of two users represents the difference of their
respective status ranks. It can be deﬁned for both social and semantic capital. Relative status is termed achieved status in some
studies [69].
User status inconsistency [39,62] is a relative difference between her ranks among all users on social and semantic capital.
Status inconsistent individuals tend to be highly ranked on some
aspects and lowly ranked on others.
Link status inconsistency measures total user status inconsistency of the communicating users (we give a formal deﬁnition in
Section 4.4).
1.3. Contributions
The focus of our work is on semantic homophily. While several
other studies have tackled some aspects of semantic homophily,
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as we discuss in the related work, to the best of our knowledge
this is the ﬁrst study aiming towards a comprehensive picture on
the role of semantic homophily in communication. We offer an
in-depth and detailed investigation of semantic homophily: from
quantiﬁcation and qualitative assessment to its temporal evolution.
Below we summarize our ﬁndings in the context of the framework
in Fig. 1:
– Quantiﬁcation of homophily
– We conﬁrm that semantic relatedness of tweet contents is
a homophilous trait for communication. Using communication propensity, we measure the extent of the homophily.
Additionally, there are differences between strong and weak
links. While similarity increases the probability of forming
strong links, the weak links are almost equally likely across
user pairs with different similarities. Hence we conﬁrm a speciﬁc aspect of the SWT [28] in communication for semantic homophily.
– Granovetter’s theory also suggests that, with similarity, the
link strength between already connected users is higher
[28]. We conﬁrm that the intensity of communication as a
proxy for the link strength correlates with user pair similarity. However, we do not establish any causal relationship.
Moreover, the correlation is rather moderate leaving space
for many other factors that affect the strength of the links
in addition to semantic similarity that we measured.
– We formulate several forms of social and semantic capital [12] and measure respective status and value homophily
levels [35] in communication. Forms of social capital are
operationalized through network position based on degree,
strength of connections and Burt’s index [13]. Forms of semantic capital are deﬁned through sentiment and the diversity of the user tweets with respect to entities and
concepts.
– Social status homophily is manifested in assortative degree
mixing in the network (degree assortativity) [51]. We calculate different degree assortativity coeﬃcients (undirected
and directed, unweighted and weighted) and show that
Twitter mention network is not assortative for some of them
when we consider also the weak links. However, as we
shift the focus towards strong links, the network becomes
strongly assortative on all the degree assortativity coeﬃcients. These results exhibit high social status homophily in
communication, particularly for strong contacts. In this way
we also reveal important differences between communication
network captured by mentions on Twitter and previously analyzed follower type of network.
– The interplay between social and semantic capitals reveals
that popularity and activity correlate positively with semantic diversity, and negatively with sentiment. On the other
hand, social capital measured through Burt’s index shows no
correlation with either of the forms of semantic capital. In
other words, the advantageous position in the communication
network is not due to any semantic superiority of the users.
– Finally, we operationalize sociological concept of status inconsistency [62] in the Twitter network and show that link
inconsistency correlates with its strength, i.e., communication intensity.
– Temporal evolution
– Building on several previous studies [17,78] that investigated
homophily during link formation, to the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to investigate its change also during link
decommission. Our results reveal the role of status and value
homophily during link formation and decommission.
– Firstly, as reported in the previous studies, we also detect an increase in user semantic relatedness (value level
homophily) prior to link formation. Then we also observe
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a drop in similarity between users once they become connected.
– We go a step further, by separating persisting from the less
stable links, to exhibit that it is due to the later that the
average similarity drops. However, for the pairs who actively
persist communication, the similarity stays high also after
their link formation.
– In relation to status level homophily, we ﬁnd that pairs who
start communicating and have similar social status are more
likely to persist compared to pairs who start with a larger
difference in status.
– Respectively, the pairs who eventually cease communication are not characterized by semantic differences (value heterophily), but by status differences (status heterophily). This is
evidence in support of sociological theories that links with
dissimilar individuals are more expensive and diﬃcult to
maintain [10,24]. However, we ﬁnd this evidence mainly for
the status level similarity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related research literature. In Section 3 we describe the two datasets
(from Twitter and Wikipedia), as well as the framework for analysis consisting of a communication (Section 3.1) and semantic
(Section 3.2) layer. Quantiﬁcation of different forms of homophily
is presented in Section 4: the relationship between semantic relatedness and communication is reported in Section 4.1, social status homophily in Section 4.2 and semantic status and value homophily in Section 4.3. Insights on the relationship between different forms of capital are given in Section 4.4, insights on relative status in Section 4.5 and on status inconsistency in Section 4.6.
Temporal aspects of semantic homophily, including link formation,
dissolution and persisting interactions, are discussed in Section 5.
The article concludes with a discussion and remarks on future research in Section 6.
2. Related work
While homophily has been identiﬁed in a diverse set of social networks, most of the studies investigated friendship, followers or citation type of links. Interaction links are more suitable for inferring meaningful social relationships [74]. An interesting setting is presented in a study on Flickr data [27], where
the followers layer and the interaction layer (photo favorites) are
brought together in a multiplex network. The nature of the Twitter mention network (that is our focus) is fundamentally different from follower/friendship network in Twitter [9]. For instance,
the reciprocity of the followers network is found to be around
22% [33] which is lower compared to the other social networks.
The reciprocity of our mention network is 64%. While retweet
links allow for a similar information diffusion analysis, their nature is also shown to be importantly different from mention links
[15].
A similar study to ours [65] investigated knowledge networks
representing scientiﬁc collaborations and blogger citations. The focus on the joint dynamics and co-evolution of the socio-semantic
structures is similar to ours. However, we focus on another type
of a network (communication). Hence, we respond in part to the
call by Roth and Cointet [65] to analyze some of the epistemic
patterns, which they found in the scientist and blogger communities, in other type of communities. Moreover, while they only
investigate social link formation, we also investigate link decommission. Therefore, our work offers an additional understanding on
the temporal interplay between semantic and social structures. Another important difference is that we offer a considerably deeper
analysis of semantic aspects. Compared to a hand-picked set of cat-

egories used in [65], our Wikipedia-based database in combination
with Alchemy API provide us with richer insights on entities, categories, taxonomy and also sentiment of communication. A recent
study on Twitter analyzed homophily on the status level (deﬁned
as the difference in the follower counts) and the value level (tweet
contents, common followees, location, age etc.) [69]. The focus on
reciprocal followers network (instead of mention network in our
case) and the analysis of homophily on the organization-individual
relationship (whereas we focus on individual-individual relationship) are the main differences to our study. Another study on Twitter quantiﬁed purity homophily (sharing moral values) [21] using
semantic analysis. Again, the main difference is the focus on follower network. Also, while they look at the particular type of value
homophily (purity) through semantic aspects of tweets, we investigate the semantic homophily in general.
Several previous studies investigated temporal interplay between homophily and social links in online settings. Crandal et al.
[17] found that the similarity between two Wikipedia admin users
sharply rises some time before the link formation and after that
continues to slowly grow. This is interpreted so that, at ﬁrst, homophily plays a role in the link formation, but after that, the link
plays a role in the continuous increase of homophily. Another similar study on Flickr [78], ﬁnds more subtle insights: the users who
have similar popularity (deﬁned as the average number of favorites
for their photos) are more likely to diverge in similarity after the
link formation; while the similarity continues to grow for the users
who have a larger popularity difference. This is explained by the
tendency of users to stay unique and diverse in their uploaded
content from equally popular users. Through focus on a different type of social links (communication), and on a different form
of homophily (semantic), our work extends these previous studies. Importantly, we add the insights about homophily during link
decommission that they have not investigated. Moreover, we also
uncover the relationship between introduced social and semantic
forms of capital and homophily around the time of link formation
and decommission. Link formation, only in relation to the network
position and not to homophily on value level, is analyzed in [1]. A
theoretical network model which includes homophily, link formation and decommission is presented in [79].
Halberstam et al. [29] analyze communication on Twitter (comprising both retweets and mentions of political candidates) in similarity to us, however, with a different aim – to understand information diffusion. They ﬁnd a greater degree of homophily exhibited and also more connections per node in larger communities. A number of studies are conducted toward distinguishing between inﬂuence and homophily [3,4,34] reporting different levels
and proportions of the two traits in online social networks. For
example, De Choudhury et al. [20] quantiﬁed the impact of various types of homophily on inﬂuence on Twitter. Users were given
homophilous traits based on attributes such as: location, information roles they take (generators, mediators and receptors), content
creation (meformer, informer) and activity behavior (number of
tweets per period of time). However, current methods for identifying causal effects are limited [14] and homophily and inﬂuence
are indistinguishable in empirical settings due to confounding effects [68]. A couple of more recent papers tackled this research
challenge in controlled experiments. The experiment on Facebook
found that the probability for a user to share a link increases with
the number of friends who shared the same link even without the
user being exposed to their link shares [7]. Hence this controlled
experiment conﬁrmed homophily or some unobserved common
external inﬂuence taking place in the network. Generative models to explain homophily and segregation patterns are explored in
[18,19] and the evolution of OSN structures with regard to users’
historical preferences in [75].
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Table 1
Twitter dataset ﬁltering steps statistics.
Dataset

Mentions

Users

Original download
English language
Users > 20 tweets
Internal replies

12,441,636
2,527,990
1344,692
744,821

547,368
284,100
29,616
26,717

Table 2
Communication network statistics.

Network parameter

Value

Network parameter

Value

Nodes
Edges
Avg weighted deg.
Avg clustering coeff.

26,717
99,910
55.75
0.051

Max out-degree
Max in-degree
Diameter
Density

1358
3228
29
0.0 0 014

3. Datasets and analysis framework
3.1. Communication layer: Twitter mention network
Our initial dataset contains 12, 441, 636 mentions (tweets including @username) among 547, 368 users over the course of 6
months (May–Nov 2011). All internal mentions are included, meaning, each time when a user from our dataset mentions a user from
outside, we did not keep such tweets, but all the mentions among
the users in the dataset are present.
In order to have a well suited dataset for the intended analysis,
we perform several cleaning and ﬁltering steps described below.
The initial dataset includes tweets in several languages, so we ﬁlter it to select only English tweets and from the users who mostly
tweet in English. We use NLTK Python library [8] in this step. After
the language ﬁltering, the dataset is reduced to 20% of its original
size in terms of tweets, while the number of users halved. For semantic analysis, individual tweets are often too small and noisy, so
the next step involves ﬁltering the remaining users based on their
total number of tweets. Upon research and pre-test with the semantic database that we built (described in the following section),
a threshold of minimum 20 tweets is selected. After this step, the
dataset contains 29, 616 users. Finally, again keeping only the internal replies withing this group of users, we end up with 26, 717
users in the dataset used to build the communication network (see
Table 1).
In communication network, G = (V, E, W ), the nodes ui , uj ∈ V
represent Twitter users; they are connected with a directed edge
ei j = (ui , u j ) ∈ E if a user ui mentions uj , and the edge is assigned
the weight wi j = (ui , u j ) ∈ W equal to the communication intensity
(total number of such mentions). Properties of the communication
network are given in Table 2.
3.2. Semantic layers: semantic enrichment of communication network
On top of the communication layer, we extract another, semantic layer from the Twitter data. We apply two semantic analysis procedures that enrich our communication network in terms
of node and edge attributes. The ﬁrst procedure is based on
Wikipedia semantic database that is built by ourselves (see following Section 3.2.1 for an overview and Methods 7.3 for details).
The second procedure employs an existing, natural language processing API, AlchemyAPI [2] from IBM (explained in Section 3.2.2).
The semantic database provides enrichment for both, links (SR between tweets of two users) and nodes (extracted Wikipedia concepts relevant to the user tweets – see following paragraph for
details). AlchemyAPI provides an additional set of node attributes:
concepts, entities, taxonomy and sentiment of the user tweets.
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3.2.1. Wikipedia semantic database (details in Methods 7.3)
The semantic database can be queried for SR between two
tweet collections, i.e., between two users. This gives us link attributes in the semantic layer. In a somewhat computationally demanding task, we calculate the SR scores between all the user
pairs (not just those who communicate and are connected in the
communication network), resulting in the full SR network. During the analysis, we also apply different thresholds (SRth ) on the
edge weights and obtain several SR sub-networks, which we denote SR_th networks.
In addition to SR scores, for each user we can also obtain their
corresponding Wikipedia concept vectors CVs. CVs are formed of
relevant Wikipedia concepts (articles) semantically describing the
user tweet contents. This gives us node attributes in the semantic
layer.
3.2.2. AlchemyAPI
AlchemyAPI (later merged with of IBM Watson Developer
Cloud1 ) [2] performs natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) analysis. We send individual user tweets collections for analysis and AlchemyAPI returns semantic meta-data
from the content. Not all are relevant for our study but we utilize
following: sentiment score, taxonomy, concepts, entities and keywords. Hence, based on the output, we assign a set of attributes to
users: the overall sentiment of her tweets (a real number between
−1 for fully negative and 1 for fully positive), the taxonomy hierarchy representing topics, concepts, entities and keywords found relevant in the tweets. For each of the elements in the output, AlchemyAPI also returns corresponding relevance score, that we utilize
to ﬁlter for most relevant semantic attributes.
Based on the evaluations in the literature, we believe that
AlchemyAPI is a suitable choice to support our work. In [45] it
was shown that the sentiment analysis obtained from AlchemyAPI
achieved accuracy of 86% on a corpus of 5370 tweets employed
by an intelligent recommendation system for tourism. The AlchemyAPI’s performance on a number of datasets and in different contexts was also shown in [61] and [66], where AlchemyAPI outperfomed Zemanta,2 OpenCalais,3 Extractiv4 and DBpedia Spotlight5
in extracting and categorizing named entities. However, besides
the evaluations stated above, and the benchmark analysis done in
[60], we might consider using sentence-level methods, as VADER
[32], SentiStrength [72] or Umigon [41] on our Twitter dataset as
our future work.
4. Quantifying semantic homophily
4.1. Semantic relatedness as a homophilous trait for communication
To what extent are semantically related users more likely to
communicate? In other words, how strong is the homophily in
terms of semantic relatedness in communication? This question
can be answered using communication propensity. Communicaˆ (SRth )) is the extent to
tion propensity with respect to SR (cp
which observed communication for user pairs with relatedness
higher than some threshold SRth diverges from communication expected of random user pairs. To illustrate, SR_0.2 network has ∼
40M links, or ∼ 9% of all the possible ∼ 438M links in full SR network. Hence, in a uniformly random setting, we would expect a
similar percent of communication links in SR_0.2 network. However, we ﬁnd this percent to be 3 times higher. Precisely, the dyadic
1
2
3
4
5

https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/index.html
http://blog.zemanta.com/
http://www.opencalais.com/
http://extractiv.com/
https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight
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ˆ (SRth ) communication propensity with respect to SR for links with different minimum strengths based on
Fig. 2. SR as homophilous trait in communication: (left) cp
communication intensity CIth ; (right) correlation of link’s e SR and its strength based on CI. To account for long-tailed distribution of CI(e) the we apply logarithmic binning
[46] in visualization: average value and standard deviation are shown for each bin.

ˆ:
propensity formula deﬁned in [64] can be used to calculate cp

ties of linked nodes. For the formulas used in our calculations, see
Methods 7.1.

ˆ (SRth ) = Lcomm (SRth )/Ltot (SRth ),
cp
where Lcomm (SRth ) is the number of links in communication network with SR value higher than the threshold and Ltot (SRth ) is the
number of total possible such links.
With this approach we can also calculate propensity for links of
a minimum given strength based on CIth . Fig. 2 (left) presents results for weak links CIth = 1 and for two levels of stronger links.
Communication propensity for weak links increases only slightly
for higher SR values, while for stronger links it starts to grow faster
and reaches an order of magnitude higher values for SR = 0.9 and
CIth = 100. The results conﬁrm that semantic similarity is a homophilous trait in communication, however much more so in the
case of strong than weak links. This result is in agreement with Granovetter’s theory [28].
A similar, but subtly different question can be asked for already
established links. Are stronger links characterized by higher semantic relatedness of the communicating users? Fig. 2 (right) visualizes the relationship between communication intensity CI, as
a proxy for link strength, and SR. Moderate statistically signiﬁcant
correlation is present. However, we ﬁnd that user pairs exist who
communicate quite intensively but have low relatedness of their
tweet contents and also on the opposite – some users with relatedness close to 1 seldom communicate. Similar results are found
in a study that evaluated this type of relationship in retweet and
follower Twitter graphs [47].

4.2.1. Undirected network variants
Positive degree assortativity [52] is suggested to be fundamental to social networks and to distinguish them from other types
of networks [51]. We start by looking at the undirected variant
of the communication network. Such an abstraction provides us
with social capital in terms of number (unweighted) and strength
(weighted) of contacts.
The coeﬃcients r calculated using Eq. (3) (Methods 7.1) in different variants of the communication network are presented in
Table 3. We present also the statistical signiﬁcance for each measurement calculated using the jackknife method as in [50]. Below
we interpret the cases when our network exhibits assortativity:
–

undir mutual r = 0.414, highly assortative (similar result

reported in [9]): the more reciprocal contacts you have, the
more reciprocal contacts they themselves tend to have.
– undir mutual r w = 0.474, highly assortative: the stronger
reciprocal contacts you have, the stronger reciprocal contacts
they themselves tend to have.
– Other coeﬃcients were too low displaying no assortativity so
we do not interpret them.
In summary, reciprocal communication is characterized by
strong social status homophily where the status is deﬁned by the
number and the strength of contacts. However, this does not hold
for unilateral communication where we notice even slight levels
of heterophily, since undir all coeﬃcients have small negative
values.

4.2. Social status homophily
As we introduced earlier, a basic measure of assortative mixing
in a network is the assortativity coeﬃcient [50] or simply assortativity. This coeﬃcient is a Pearson correlation between the proper-

Table 3
Degree assortativity coeﬃcients in the communication network. Statistical signiﬁcance is evaluated through standard
deviation s calculated using the jackknife method [50]. The only result that is not statistically signiﬁcant is in italics
font.
Undirected network

r

s

Directed network

ra, b

s

Unweighted

undir mutual

0.414

0.010

undir all

−0.015

0.001

in–in
in–out
out–in
out–out

−0.001
0.110
0.038
0.389

0.002
0.013
0.003
0.014

rw

s

w
ra,b

s

undir mutual

0.474

0.017

undir all

−0.014

0.001

−0.015
0.207
0.014
0.338

0.002
0.020
0.004
0.026

Weighted

in–in
in–out
out–in
out–out
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Fig. 3. Degree assortativity in the ensemble of thresholded communication networks
as a function of minimum link strength given CIth . undir all is rw in undirected network including all links; undir mutual is rw in undirected network
with only reciprocal links; in(out)–in(out) are the four coeﬃcients in directed netw
w
w
w
, rin,out
, rout,in
and rout,out
.
works rin,in

4.2.2. Directed network variants
Directed networks allow to deﬁne four types of degree assortativity considering all the combinations of indegree and outdegree
of the source and receiver nodes. The four assortativity coeﬃcients
introduced in Eq. (4) (Methods 7.1) show if the respective degree
of a source node is correlated with the degree of the target nodes.
In sociological terms, we are tackling relational analysis between
source and receiver in communication [62]. As shown in Table 3,
rin, in is the only negative of the four coeﬃcients in our network.
This is in agreement with the ﬁndings in directed followers Twitter network [49], except for rout, in which is also found negative
in the followers network and it is slightly positive in our case.
It is relevant mentioning that Myers et al. [49] calculated these
coeﬃcients in the followers graph as a correlation between logarithms of degrees, since otherwise they ﬁnd almost no correlations. However, in our case we stay with the traditional deﬁnition,
as in our network we do ﬁnd strong correlations for some of the
coeﬃcients even without taking the logarithm of degree. The authors in [49] argue that Twitter exhibits negative assortativity coeﬃcients, unlike other social networks, because of its role as an
information network, too. Below we interpret the results in our
network.
w
– rin,out , rin,out
, moderately assortative: the more popular you
are, the more active those who you contact (both in terms of
number and strength of contacts).
w
– rout,out , rout,out
, highly assortative: the more active you are, the
more active the users whom you contact (the stronger your
communication contacts, the stronger contacts those who you
contact tend to have).
– Other coeﬃcients were too low displaying no assortativity so
we do not interpret them.

4.2.3. Assortativity as a function of link strength
We can create an ensemble of weighted communication networks by thresholding the original network on different minimum
link strength. Then we calculate the above presented coeﬃcients
in each thresholded network. The result is degree assortativity as
a function of minimum link strength based on CIth , as shown in
Fig. 3.
First insight is that already with a small increase in the threshold, the two assortativity coeﬃcients that start slightly negative in
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the un-thresholded case (undir all and rin−in ) become positive.
In other words, the network including weak links is not assortative on these two types of measures. However, as the weaker links
are removed and stronger preserved, the assortativity sharply rises.
With the threshold above 30 mentions, we detect high assortativity on all the coeﬃcients. Another insight is that the pairs undir
w
w
all, rout,in
and undir mutual, rin,out
follow similar patterns to
each other. One possible interpretation is as follows. The pattern
w
of active users contacting the popular ones described by rout,in
is
more of a unilateral pattern (due to similarity with undir all).
w
On the other side, rin,out
describes the pattern of popular users
contacting active ones and seems to pertain more to reciprocal
communication (due to similarity with undir mutual).
Moreover, looking at the higher CIth , we notice two more
w
interesting patterns. Two directed assortativity coeﬃcients rin,in
w
and rout,out start to slowly decrease, while the other four coefﬁcients asymptotically reach maximum value 1. In our network
case, the threshold of 239 mentions is when the four coeﬃcients
all become equal by reaching perfect assortativity and also when
w
w
rin,in
and rout,out
become equal at value 0.505. Perfect assortativity
reached in this way means that the network becomes fragmented
in complete sub-networks, i.e., we will be left with small groups
of users, possibly also pairs, that are all connected to each other
w
w
by strong links. The fact that rin,in
(rout,out
) never reach 1 means
that we never arrive to the situation that all the users of equal
popularity (activity) communicate. While not shown in Fig. 3, we
calculated and those two coeﬃcients continue to drop, while the
others stay at the maximum value as we increase the threshold
further. Piraveenan [58] suggested that directed networks can
be classiﬁed using the combinations of their degree assortativity
coeﬃcient values. It is an interesting question for future work to
analyze how here presented values in Twitter network compare to
other social networks.
Overall analysis presented here also displays how structurally
important changes in the Twitter network happen depending on
the strength of links considered (from no assortativity to perfect assortativity as we move towards strong links). Bliss et al.
[9] demonstrated temporal stability of degree assortativity in mutual mention network, while herein we demonstrate its variability with respect to the minimum link strength. This analysis also
reaﬃrms the importance of analyzing interaction links compared
to only binary links (such as friendship and followership) as is the
case in most previous research. Coming back to the above mentioned negative assortativity results in the Twitter followers network [49], we argue that at higher communication intensity and
stronger links (requiring more time and effort than other interactions,
such as following) the Twitter mention network serves more of a social than information role. That is exhibited by the strong degree
assortativity coeﬃcients.
4.2.4. Burt’s index
Another way to asses the social capital of nodes is through network constraint or Burt’s index [13] (for the formula, see Methods
7.2). The distribution of Burt’s index score is show in Fig. 4 (top
left). A higher score means that the user has fewer contacts or that
her contacts are densely interconnected hence limiting her view
of the network for novel information. On the contrary, a lower
score is given to the users near structural holes in the network
who are exposed to diverse information and inﬂuences. That
means that lower scores of Burt’s index correspond to a higher
social capital. Most of the users have score near 1, with a smaller
peak near value 0.5 and a minority of rich users having the score
close to zero. Hence, a majority of Twitter users in our mention
network are conﬁned within their local social circles and they are
not exposed to alternative and novel information. Interestingly,
the assortativity of mutual communication network on the Burt’s
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Fig. 4. Social and semantic capital distributions: kernel density estimates [55,63] of Burt’s index, entity diversity, CV concept diversity and sentiment scores.

index is 0.67, so higher than the degree assortativity coeﬃcients
previously calculated. This result means that the nodes of, not
only high degrees, but also of advantageous network position [13],
preferentially connect. Such preferential attachment additionally
increases the gap in the communication network between the
information-poor and information-rich users.
To sum up, presented assortativity results reveal presence of
social status homophily in communication (users with high status
tend to assortatively connect) on different forms of social capital (number of contacts, activity, popularity, Burt’s index). We
also ﬁnd slight amounts of social status heterophily in relation to
unilateral links and popularity, but this heterophily quickly gives
place to robust homophily when we shift the focus on the strong
links.
4.3. Semantic status homophily
In addition to social capital, we can also deﬁne several forms
of semantic capital in the communication network. Namely, the
amount of diversity of user tweet contents with respect to a
semantic attribute deﬁnes it semantic capital, similarly as in
[65]. Hence we measure entity and CV concepts diversity (see
Section 3.2.1 for the deﬁnition and Methods for detailed descrip-

tion of CVs). Another semantic feature that we introduce in capital assessment is sentiment score. In Fig. 4 we show kernel density
estimates [55,63] of semantic capital distributions displaying heterogeneity of their values among users. While most of the users
tend to have around 5 entities relevant to their tweet contents,
we also ﬁnd an important percent of users with nearly 30 such
entities. Similarly for concepts, a majority of users has 50 0–70 0
concepts describing their tweets, but we ﬁnd also users with with
150 0–20 0 0 concepts. As for sentiment, a majority of users tend to
have neutral tweets sentiment, however, we also ﬁnd users on both
sides of the spectrum (negative and positive extremes). Hence,
we conclude that there is large semantic capital heterogeneity
among Twitter users (see [65] for similar result in other types of
knowledge networks).
In Table 4, we show attribute assortativity on several semantic attributes. Concepts and taxonomy diversity refer to concepts
and taxonomy levels retrieved using Alchemy API. For the topics, we also utilize the output from Alchemy API, which assigns
a topic score relevance to each user’s tweets. The assortativity results in the table suggest the presence of both, value, and status
homophily. Since the assortativity is found in the unweighted network, this means that the semantic features are homophilous traits
even for the weak links. Moreover, homophily holds for reciprocal

Table 4
Semantic status and value homophily: attribute assortativity r calculated using Eq. (2) (Methods 7.1) in unweighted communication network. Statistical signiﬁcance is evaluated
through standard deviation s calculated using the jackknife method [50] and shows that all the results are statistically signiﬁcant.
Level

Status homophily

attr

Wiki CVs
diversity

Value homophily
Taxonomy
diversity

Entity
diversity

Concept
diversity

Sentiment
score

Topic
music

Topic
movies

Topic
sex

Directed network, all edges
r
0.144
s
0.003

0.157
0.003

0.292
0.003

0.173
0.003

0.315
0.003

0.151
0.003

0.136
0.004

0.136
0.004

Undirected network, mutual edges
r
0.269
s
0.006

0.282
0.005

0.398
0.005

0.289
0.005

0.452
0.005

0.269
0.006

0.244
0.005

0.253
0.006
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(mutual), and also unilateral (all edges) links. Once again, as with
the degree assortativity, we ﬁnd that mutual communication network exhibits notably higher levels of assortativity on all the analyzed attributes compared to the network including also unilateral
links.
As the observed correlation levels could be induced by existing
degree assortativity, we also test the presence of assortativity after
randomization of the node’s semantic attributes. The assortativity
value in such case is importantly lower, 0.07 and so we conclude
that indeed the communication network exhibits low to moderate
levels of semantic status and value homophily. Moreover, among analyzed semantic attributes, status homophily is the largest with respect to entity diversity and value homophily with respect to sentiment.
4.4. Interplay between social and semantic capital
After conﬁrming status homophily in terms of social and semantic capital, we investigate the relationship between these two
forms of capital in the communication network. Whether the users
who are rich in terms of social capital (and hence more network
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central) are also rich in terms of semantic capital (their tweets
exhibit diversity on semantic aspects)? With this analysis, we respond to the call by authors in [65] to look for similar types of
patterns as they have investigated in the bloggers and scientists
networks. Testing for different forms of social against forms of semantic capital reveals no signiﬁcant or low to medium correlations
between them, as reported in [65]. In the end we conclude that the
observed patterns in the Twitter communication network resemble
more the bloggers than the scientists network presented in [65].
For the purpose of this analysis, we divide the social capital in
terms of degree to popularity (indegree) and activity (outdegree).
We visualize in Fig. 5 the joint distributions of popularity, activity and Burt’s index, on one side, and the sentiment score and
the entity and concepts diversity, on the other side. A wide spectrum of entity diversity is present for the users with, both, low
and high popularity. Most popular users tend to be slightly more
likely to have high semantic diversity. In the case of activity, we
observe similar patterns that are a bit more pronounced. Basically,
most actively communicating users are likely to have high entity
diversity. However, we still ﬁnd a number of users with diverse
tweet contents that are not active. The highest correlation between

Fig. 5. Joint distributions of social and semantic capital: the darkness of the hexagon corresponds to the number of users with the combination of respective social and
semantic capital values.
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Fig. 6. Status differences in communication: Kernel density estimates [55,63] for distributions of popularity, Burt’s index and semantic capital difference.

a form of social and semantic capital in our data is that between
entity diversity and activity (r = 0.394). In the case of CV concepts
diversity, we do not ﬁnd any differences between popular and
active users. The richest users in terms of both types of social capital tend to have an average semantic capital (between 500 and
10 0 0). Burt’s index does not correlate with any form of semantic
capital. Hence, we conclude that different forms of semantic capital have different patterns of interplay with social capitals. The
tweet sentiment of popular users is most likely to be neutral. On
the other hand, the users who are towards positive or negative
extremes of sentiment spectrum are likely to have low to modest popularity. Sentiment has slight negative correlations with both
popularity and activity.
In summary, we ﬁnd a form of semantic capital (concept diversity) that does not correlate with any form of social capital; and,
a form of social capital (Burt’s index) that does not correlate with
any form of semantic capital. Semantic capital in terms of entity
diversity has low to moderate positive correlation with popularity, and the correlation increases with activity. Sentiment correlates
negatively with both, popularity, and activity.
4.5. Relative status of source and receiver
Relative status is an additional way to investigate social and
semantic capitals. Relative status is simply the difference in status of the source and receiver on a particular form of capital. In
Fig. 6 we show the distributions of relative social status (popularity and Burt’s index) and relative semantic status (entity diversity)
between source and receiver in communication.
Both distributions for relative social status exhibit a dominant
peak at zero (users with similar status are most likely to communicate). However, plotting the popularity difference on a log scale
reveals two additional interesting peaks at intervals (−100, −10)
and (10,100). There is a higher likelihood for users with differences in popularity belonging to these ranges to be talking to each
other. The left peak is higher, and this together with the negative
mean value informs that source users tend to be a bit less popular. There is also a small number of users mentioning considerably
more popular users than themselves (leftmost part of the distribution). This happens to a smaller extent in the other direction,
from more popular source users. When it comes to Burt’s index,
the mean is slightly positive. However, since higher values of Burt’s
index represent lower status, this means that again users of lower
social status are slightly more likely to initiate communication.
The general pattern is similar for semantic status: most of communication happens between those who have close to equal semantic status. A positive mean in this case, however, shows it is
slightly more likely for semantically rich users to initiate communication.
For the joint distribution of social and semantic relative statuses
we ﬁnd (analyzed, not shown) a wide range of combinations. There
is a small positive correlation between the two. As for the small
number of users who initiate communication towards a consider-

ably more popular users discussed above, we ﬁnd that they tend to
be semantically richer compared to the receiving users. We speculate that this semantic superiority might be a needed approach for
such users to compensate for their lower popularity.

4.6. Status inconsistency of source and receiver
Finally, we can tackle a sociological proposition that source
and/or receiver status inconsistency can increase effectiveness of
their communication [62]. Status inconsistency (internal heterophily
of an individual) is deﬁned in sociology as the relative lack of similarity in an individual’s ranking on various indicators of social status [39]. This is suggested to be an attribute of individuals who
are drivers of social change [39]. Hence we introduce status inconsistency for Twitter users as a relative difference in their social
and semantic capital ranks. We apply a similar formula to calculate
user status inconsistency (stinc ) as in [39]:



stinc =

−(1 − rsoc /rsem ), if rsoc ≤ rsem
(1 − rsem /rsoc ),
otherwise;

where rsoc and rsem are users ranks in terms of social and semantic
capital, respectively, among all users. This deﬁnition allows ﬁrstly
to asses the amount of user status inconsistency (how close is
abs(stinc ) to 1), and second, it also encodes whether she has higher
social (stinc positive) or semantic (stinc negative) status.
While we can not measure effectiveness of communication directly using our dataset, we allow communication intensity to be a
proxy for it. Our hypothesis in this regard is: the higher the communication intensity between a source and receiver, the higher potential for an effective communication.
For directed links (ei, j ) we deﬁne link status inconsistency:

stinc (ei, j ) = stinc (ui ) · stinc (u j ),
where stinc (ui ) and stinc (uj ) are user status inconsistency of the
source and receiver, respectively.
This simple formula produces a higher absolute value for the
links with higher total inconsistency. The sign in this case indicates
whether the source and receiver are ranked highly on the same
form of capital (stinc (ei, j ) positive) or on different forms of capital
(stinc (ei, j ) negative).
We indeed ﬁnd a signiﬁcant correlation between the introduced link inconsistency and communication intensity (r =
0.27, p < 0.01). Fig. 7 indicates the following: the communication
between two users tends to increase with status inconsistency of
one or both of the users, if they are both rich on the same form
of capital. If the users are status inconsistent but rich on different
forms of capital, then their communication intensity tends to decrease. As with other ﬁndings regarding capitals, the patterns are
pronounced for the extreme case (strong links) while there is a
wide spectrum of link inconsistency values taken by the rest of
the links (Fig. 7, left).
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Fig. 7. Relationship between communication intensity and link inconsistency: (left) scatter plot; (right) linear regression visualization – we apply logarithmic binning to
account for long-tailed distribution of CI(e); average value and standard deviation are shown for each bin.

Fig. 8. Cumulative SR distributions for 5 months: (left) in mutual communication network and (right) in the rest of SR network, i.e., among not connected pairs. For better
visualization of the differences in distributions the y-axis is thresholded above 0.7. The distributions are together sharply rising up to around that point. .

5. Temporal evolution of semantic homophily
In previous sections we performed analysis on a snapshot of
Twitter network formed from the whole 6 months dataset. In this
section we investigate temporal aspects of semantic homophily
by looking at different snapshots of the network for each month.
First we investigate temporal change of the SR values. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of SR values for each full month
in our dataset are shown in Fig. 8 for the mutual communication network and for the rest of the links in the full SR network. Precisely, for the distribution in left plot we consider only
the reciprocal links, while for the right plot, we take the difference between the full SR network and the full communication network. In this way, we try to separate user pairs involved in bilateral communication (possibly affected by social inﬂuence) and
those between whom no communication of any type occurred (less
likely to be affected). Gradual increase in SR values takes place in
both cases over time. For example, for mutual communication for
June, CDF reaches 0.95 near SR value 0.1. This means that only
5% of user pairs have higher SR than 0.1 during June. The corresponding distribution for October has CDF value 0.85 around the
same SR of 0.1. Hence, in October, around 15% of user pairs have
higher similarity than 0.1. To conﬁrm that this is not only an effect of visualization, but that the distributions indeed change, we
apply Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test [43]. K–S test applied on
two empirical distributions informs about the hypothesis that they
are drawn from the same theoretical distribution. Again comparing the distributions for June and for October, K–S statistics gives
p < e−24 for the mutual communication network and p < e−197 for
the rest of the SR network. Hence K-S test in both cases strongly
rejects the hypothesis that the distributions are drawn from the
same.

The increase in average SR among not interacting users (Fig. 8,
right) is peculiar. It indicates a possible external inﬂuence taking
place during the period causing all users to talk more on a similar
(external) topic. We investigated semantic layers and found several
commonly discussed topics among our users (one popular series
aired at that time, several music bands and couple of real world
events). However, since Twitter that we investigate is not the only
possible medium for our users to communicate and inﬂuence each
other, this does not allow us to assert whether the increase is indeed (only) due to external inﬂuence. This ﬁnding is similar to
the reported increase in sharing information which user’s friends
have shared, even when the user is not exposed to that information from her friends [7].
The average increase of SR in the mutual communication network (Fig. 8, left) can be due to homophily, i.e., new user pairs
starting communication. As we presented in Section 4.1, communication propensity is larger for user pairs with high SR. Hence,
if pairs who are more similar are preferentially getting connected,
then this could explain the increase in SR among connected users.
Another explanation could be social inﬂuence, i.e., that already
connected pairs are becoming more related. Sociology also suggests to look for link dissolution among dissimilar individuals
[10,24] as another explanation.
We continue by investigating formation and dissolution of links
through time. The requirement for active engagement from both
source and receiver allows us to deﬁne communication activation
(link formation) and communication decommission (link dissolution) for reciprocal links. For each of the 69,312 reciprocal links
observed during the whole period, we deﬁne communication activation (formation) time to be the month when for the ﬁrst time
both users have mentioned each other (in our dataset period).
Communication decommission (dissolution) time is given by the
last month in our dataset that the users have both mentioned each
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Fig. 9. SR evolution on the links. We show average SR for the whole network, for the formed, decommissioned and persisting links. Then we also separate formed links to
those that persist and those that do not; and decommissioned links to those that were previously persisting or not. For comparison, average SR of persisting links is also
shown. Error bars show standard deviation values.

other, after which one or both sides ceased the communication. In
order to have enough data to calculate users similarity prior/after
to links activation/decommission, we require the month of activation/decommission to be between July and September. With this
approach, we ﬁnd in total 13,492 link activations and 10,080 link
decommissions in our dataset. As a ﬁrst insight, we notice that
slightly more links are activated than decommissioned.
5.1. SR and evolution of links
Temporal change of average SR on links prior to and after the
formation is shown in Fig. 9. The SR between a user pair noticeably
increases at the month of their communication activation. Similar result has been found in other networks, for instance among
Wikipedia admins [17] and for Flickr users [78]. The drop in average SR in the period after the link activation is also reported in
earlier studies [78]. To investigate the drop in our case, we look
for an evidence that some interactions might not be preserved for
long. This is one aspect where our approach is advantageous compared to the previous approaches that consider a one time link
formation (adding someone as a friend or following) and do not
require an active engagement afterwards.
Indeed, we ﬁnd in total 8166 links that are activated and then
also decommissioned during our dataset period. The SR change separated between such links and those that persist after the formation is shown in the plot titled SR during formation in Fig. 9. The
average SR for formed and persisting links stay high after they
are formed. It is those links that will get decommissioned soon
that contribute to lowering the total average SR after the formation. This result displays that homophily needs to be considered

together with active engagement, link strength and their temporal
dynamics.
If observing only the persisting links (also Fig. 9) that were already active and continued during the whole period, we notice a
relatively stable average SR through time despite that the average
SR in the whole network has increased from June until October.
Also, SR on persisting links is higher compared to the whole network. The stability of SR for an established communication could
suggest a lack of inﬂuence in our network. However, we are careful
with such an interpretation, since this result might also indicate
a saturation effect taking place. If looking at newly formed links
which persist and have high SR (0.11), that indicates how at ﬁrst,
the users might inﬂuence each other for some time. However, their
similarity is likely to stabilize around this speciﬁc SR value (∼ 0.07)
for persisting links in our dataset.
Fig. 9 also displays temporal change of SR on links that get decommissioned. Here, too, we separate the links that get decommissioned to those that were previously persisting from those that
have formed during our dataset time frame, i.e., non persisting. Indeed, we notice how the persisting links have the above mentioned characteristic average SR of 0.07 which does not change
during the actual month of decommission, but afterwards drops
signiﬁcantly to ∼ 0.02. The non-persisting links reach even higher
SR during the month of decommission, but before and after their
SR is lower. This can indicate a sort of short-lived active engagement/interest between such pairs, unlike a more stable relationship on previously persisting links. The drop in average SR on the
links that get decommissioned is striking: SR becomes from 2 (on
non-persisting) to 3 (on persisting) times lower after link dissolution. However, since the SR values on previously persisting links
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Fig. 10. Relative status evolution on the links (difference in number of reciprocal contacts). We show average relative status for the whole network, the formed, decommissioned and persisting links. Then we also separate formed links to those that persist and those that do not; and decommissioned links to those that were previously
persisting or not. For comparison, average relative status of persisting links is also shown. Error bars show standard deviation values.

before their decommission are around the same as on the links
that stay persisting, then in terms of SR there is no observable dissimilarity between users before they will cease communication. This is
in contrast to the expectation from sociology [24]. We investigate
other plausible reasons for the link dissolution below.

get decommissioned later (while those who start around that persisting average indeed persist communication later).
To reiterate, our analysis on SR and social status during evolution of links so far gives two insights about the decommissioned
links:

5.2. Relative social status and evolution of links
Operating on the same sets of links as so far, we now look at
social capital of the communicating user pairs. As presented earlier, different forms of social capital can be assessed. Since herein
we look at reciprocal communication, it is natural to asses social
capital in terms of the number of reciprocal contacts. In Fig. 10, we
show the evolution of the relative status between communicating
user pairs.
Relative social status (discussed in Section 4.4) is deﬁned as the
absolute difference between social capitals of source and receiver
users. In Fig. 10, we ﬁrst notice the difference between persisting
links and other types of links and also between the whole network average. Persisting links have lower relative status, i.e., users
who are actively communicating tend to have similar social status
ranks. While homophily on the status level is not new and we have
discussed it (in Section 4.5), herein we extend the understanding
of it. Namely, we exhibit its underlying mechanisms in communication network: both types of links, those that are newly formed
and those that will get decommissioned, have slightly, but notably
higher relative social status compared to persisting links. Hence,
we ﬁnd evidence that link dissolution happens due to dissimilarity
in social status. Another interesting observation is that user pairs
that start with higher relative status compared to persisting also

– no semantic differences (the SR is not lower at the time when
link dissolution happens compared to the persisting average),
and
– higher status differences (also compared to persisting links).

Hence, there is indication in the Twitter network that persisting communication links dissolve in the presence of status level heterophily rather than value level heterophily.
In conclusion, presented types of interactions show the importance of considering both homophily and inﬂuence as dynamic
interdependent tendencies [77] in temporal networks, instead of
looking at static snapshots. Our analysis on interaction decommission reveals similar results as in [53] where it is showed how not
accounting for homophily effect on link dissolution may importantly affect social inﬂuence estimation. Precisely, we suggest that
on a same communication link (interaction) at different points of
time with reference to its activation/decommission time, one or
the other of the tendencies might be playing a stronger role. Our
dataset time-frame does not allow for that, but for future work, we
aim to look at the period in which link formations and deletions
might be happening, and whether there are some natural cycles in
the human communication network.
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6. Discussion and conclusion
The research on homophily is vast and growing, especially
so nowadays with the availability of OSN data. Nevertheless, the
mechanisms that interweave people in social networks are not yet
fully explored and understood. We explore this question in a particular type of social network – communication network, and by
focusing on a speciﬁc homophilous trait – semantics. However, the
framework we present can be easily adapted, extended and applied on other type of social networks and for different types of
homophily.
Our ﬁrst set of ﬁndings quantiﬁes to what extent semantic homophily and social inﬂuence affect the propensity and intensity of
communication, though we are not trying to distinguish between
these two factors. Taking interaction frequency as a proxy for link
strength, we show the differences in homophily between strong
and weak links. Concretely, we exhibit that semantic relatedness is
a robust homophilous trait for the strong links and less so for the
weak links.
By testing for existence of status and value homophily, we conﬁrm that these general theories from sociology hold in a communication social network. We detect value homophily for tweet topics
and sentiment, and status homophily for social and semantic capital of users. We also investigate the relationship between the two
types of capitals. While popularity and semantic capital are positively correlated, sentiment, inversely, is negatively correlated with
social capital. Burt’s index seems to be completely unrelated with
semantic aspects of communication. In any case, we exhibit large
diversity among users on the existing combinations of capitals they
posses. Additional investigation on sociological concept of relative
status reveals strong preference for communication with users of
similar status. However, for relative social status, popularity in particular, we notice a pattern of less popular users initiating more
communication towards higher popularity users. We also ﬁnd evidence for sociological proposition that status inconsistency of one
or both of the parties increases communication effectiveness. To
recall, status inconsistent users rank highly on one dimension of
social status and lowly on another dimension. The dimensions we
investigated are popularity and semantic status. Moreover, our data
suggest additional hypothesis: this proposition holds only when
both users rank highly on the same dimension of social status, otherwise, communication intensity and link strength decrease.
Temporal analysis of communication reveals that persisting
links feature remarkably stable properties, such as semantic and
status similarity between source and receiver and this is not the
case for short-lived links. We also ﬁnd evidence that the tendencies of homophily and inﬂuence are dynamic and change their

role and magnitude in time. Besides conﬁrming previous ﬁndings
in other types of networks that similarity between users sharply
grows before their link formation, we also explain in part the following decrease in similarity – as a result of later decommission of
some of the links. A novel insight we make is that relative difference in social status is a stronger predictor for link decommission
compared to differences on a value homophily level. While the results we presented with respect to different types of links show
robustness in our dataset, further studies are needed that will evaluate similar questions on datasets with longer time-scales to conﬁrm these ﬁndings.
Overall, our analysis on Twitter contributes to understanding
the role of semantic value, and social and semantic status homophily in online communication. We hope that it will inspire future research in other OSNs towards building a more comprehensive picture on the social tendencies that shape online communication (Table 5).

6.1. Limitations
Several limitations are posed to our work because of the
dataset used. First, the results are informing only about computermediated communication through Twitter and we do not tackle
the impact of the online medium on social interaction. Second,
there is a special nature to the Twitter communication and the
mention network represents only one of the channels used within
the OSN. Hence another limitation is posed by the restricted
dataset as we are not considering the entire Twitter channel for
information ﬂow. There is also a considerable amount of information ﬂowing along the retweet network, which is not taken into
consideration in this work. We refer to the analyzed mention network as communication network, however, we also acknowledge
that some mentions are used to expose communication to a large
public, hence not representing bilateral communication. Besides
this, the mention mechanism in Twitter can be sometimes biased
towards speciﬁc target audiences for speciﬁc information [71].
Moreover, our temporal analysis on the links is made for a limited
period of 6 months. While different types of links do exhibit
different properties with respect to homophily, we acknowledge
that the robustness of presented ﬁndings should be evaluated
on a longer time-scale. However, our results in this speciﬁc OSN
context are still relevant as they provide grounds for comparison
to similar analyses in some other OSNs. Only a set of studies
performed with data from diverse settings can inform us more
about homophily in online communication and eventually in
general human communication.

Table 5
Summary of our contributions: for each theory or question from sociology that deﬁned the analysis we describe found evidence and/or some hypotheses or open questions
that arise from the analysis.
Theories from sociology
Quantiﬁcation
Homophily [44] SWT theory [28]
Status level homophily [35] Structural holes
[13]
Value level homophily [35]
Social capital [59]
Status inconsistency [39] SWT theory [28]

Experimental evidence
Semantic homophily larger for strong links.
Degree assortativity increases with link strength. Network
assortative on Burt’s index.
Assortativity on forms of semantic captial.
Popularity and activity increase with semantic captial. Popularity
and activity correlate negatively with sentiment.
Status inconsistent links are stronger when both users are high on
the same status dimension;

Temporal evolution
Homophily [44]

Average user similarity in network increases in time.

Status/value level homophily[35]

Users similar on semantic value level likely to connect.

Dissolution of heterophilous links [24]

Conﬁrmed;

Hypotheses

Burt’s index does not correlate with
semantic capital.
otherwise status inconsistent links are
weaker.

Average user similarity even of those not
connected increases in time.
Similarity of persisting links on
status/value level is stable through time.
but only for heterophily on status level.
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7. Methods

where cij is the extent to which i’s network is directly or indirectly
invested in its relationship with node j. This extent is calculated
using formula:

7.1. Assortativity formulas
Assortativity [50] is deﬁned slightly differently depending on
the type of node property considered. If the property is discrete
(it deﬁnes classes of nodes), then


ab
i eii −
 i i i,
1 + i ai bi



r=

(1)

where eij represents a fraction of edges in the network that connect a node with property i to a node with property j, while


ai = j ei j and b j = i ei j . Note that ai = b j when the network is
undirected.
If the node property is scalar, such as semantic diversity, then
assortativity is calculated as



i j ( ei j − ai bi )

ij

r=

,

σa σb

(2)

where σ a and σ b are standard deviations of ai and bj .
Assortativity values range from 1 in a perfectly assortative network to −1 in a perfectly dissasortative network. Any discrete or
scalar attribute of nodes can be used to calculate this coeﬃcient.
Undirected degree assortativity r is an inherent second order
metric [54] of any network. In the formula introduced by Newman
[50], the exact property considered in calculation is remaining degree qk of node, which is one less than the actual degree pk . The
reason is that when assessing all possible pairs of nodes in the
calculation, we are interested in how many other links they have
than the one between them. Degree assortativity in an undirected
network is given by the formula below:



jk

r=

jk(e jk − q j qk )

σq

2

,

(3)


where σ q is standard deviation of qk and
j e jk = qk .
For directed networks, Piraveenan et al. [57] introduce additional formulation to the one given by Newman [50], allowing for
four types of directed degree assortativity: rin, in , rin, out , rout, in and
rout, out . We use the formulas introduced by them and also later applied on a Twitter followers network by Myers et al. [49], as given
below:
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jk
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,

for a, b ∈ {in, out },

(4)

where qin
and qout
are, respectively remaining indegree and outdej
j
gree of a source node and qin
and qout
are, respectively remaining
k
k
indegree and outdegree of a target node.
Finally, one can consider weights for weighted degree assortativity rw calculation, as introduced in [40]:
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(5)
where wφ denotes the weight of the φ th link, F(φ ) is the pair of
nodes connected by the φ th link, and H is the total weight of all
links in the network. If all weights in the network are equal then
rw reduces to that of an undirected network, r.
7.2. Burt’s network constraint index
For a given node i, its network constraint index is given using
formula:

C=


j

ci j ,
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ci j = ( pi j +



piq pq j )2 ,

(7)

q

for q = i, j, where pij is the portion of i’s time and energy invested
in contact j. This value is calculated as:

pi j = zi j /



ziq ,

(8)

q

where zij measures normalized connection strength between i and
j.
7.3. Semantic database
We build the semantic database according to existing Explicit
Semantic Analysis (ESA) algorithm [25]. ESA uses Wikipedia as a
source of semantic knowledge. In this section we describe how
we build the semantic database using an English pages Wikipedia
dump from April 2015 (52GB in size, uncompressed). The ﬁrst step
is to take the article texts as the algorithm builds on the large
amount of knowledge they provide. We then apply an open-source
script wikiextractor [26] to pre-process and clean the texts. The
ESA algorithm is based on the term frequency - inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) [6] scores of words in different articles in the
Wikipedia corpus. As a result a word w1 is mapped to the con1 , V 1 )}.
cept vector CV (w1 ) = {(C11 , V11 ), (C21 , V21 ), (C31 , V31 ), . . . , (CM1
M1
1
1
C j represent Wikipedia concepts and V j are TF-IDF scores for the
word w1 in those articles and they are calculated as follows:

V j1 = T F · IDF = (1 + log( f1, j )) · log(N/nt ),

(9)

where TF is the log-normalized raw frequency (f1, j ) of the word
w1 in article j, and IDF is the inverse document frequency, N is the
number of articles, and nt is the number of articles in which the
word w1 is present.
The algorithm was implemented in Python with application of
the scikit-learn machine learning library [56] and the resulting
database was stored in a MongoDB collection. Since some of the
concept vectors might have tens of thousands of terms; prior to
storing, we apply the pruning process [25] that for each word
keeps only important CV elements. The algorithm implementation needs tuning several parameters, and in this process we also
consult some of the existing implementations of the ESA algorithm. Our implementation of ESA6 is open-source and published
on Github [67].
7.3.1. Word semantic relatedness
The SR between words is determined through a set of concepts
highly related to them [25,31]. Let us assume that the SR between
words w1 and w2 is requested. The SR(w1 , w2 ) calculation follows
the two steps below.
– Determining the corresponding CVs derived from Wikipedia
for the words w1 and w2 . The CVs are based on concepts (or articles) from Wikipedia which are related to the
words. Let us assume that w1 is mapped to: CV (w1 ) =
1 , V 1 )} and w is mapped
{(C11 , V11 ), (C21 , V21 ), (C31 , V31 ), . . . , (CM1
2
M1
2 , V 2 )}. In
to: CV (w2 ) = {(C12 , V12 ), (C22 , V22 ), (C32 , V32 ), . . . , (CM2
M2
the following, we will assume that N is the number of common
concepts in CV(w1 ) and CV(w2 ).
– Calculating cosine similarity between obtained CVs. This
measure gives the cosine of the angle between the two vectors

(6)
6

https://github.com/sanja7s/SR_Wiki_ESA
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Table 6
SR knowledge database evaluation.

Acknowledgments

Human judgments dataset

Spearman’s rank

Pearson’s correlation

WordSim-353
Miller and Charles
Word pair similarity, MTurk
Rubenstein and Goodenough
MEN dataset of word pair sim.
Average

0.51
0.79
0.53
0.81
0.73
0.67

0.45
0.82
0.45
0.74
0.44
0.58

CV(w1 ) and CV(w2 ). The cosine measure can be re-formulated
for our purpose as follows:

SR(w1 , w2 ) = cos(CV (w1 ), CV (w2 ))
N
1
2
i=1 Vi · Vi
= 
,



M1
M2  2 2
2
1
V
·
V
k=1
l=1
k
l

(10)

where i iterates over the common concepts.
The SR(w1 , w2 ) values range from 0 (i.e., no semantic relatedness) to 1 (i.e., perfect semantic relatedness).
7.3.2. Document semantic relatedness
The SR between documents is measured through the SR of the
words found in the documents. Let us assume that the SR between
documents d1 and d2 is requested. The SR(d1 , d2 ) calculation follows the three steps below.
– Apply term frequency (TF) to ﬁnd the frequency of words in
the document. The result of this step is a list of words with
their corresponding TF scores. Let us assume the mapping:
1 , v1 )},
d1 ⇒ T (d1 ) = {(t11 , v11 ), (t21 , v12 ), (t31 , v13 ), . . . , (tm
m
2
2
2
2
2
2
d2 ⇒ T (d2 ) = {(t1 , v1 ), (t2 , v2 ), (t3 , v3 ), . . . , (tn2 , v2n )}, and
m < n.
– Determining the corresponding CVs derived from Wikipedia
for the documents d1 and d2 . For each term in the lists T(d1 )
and T(d2 ) we derive their individual CVs (as described for words
in Section 7.3.1). When summarizing the CVs for one document,
the CV for each term is multiplied with its TF score in the document (found in the previous step). If the terms in T(d1 ) have the
same concepts in their CVs, we sum the weighted TF-IDF scores
of those concepts. After this process we obtain CV(d1 ), the list
of Wikipedia concepts and TF-IDF scores which are related to
all the terms in T(d1 ). Similarly, for d2 we ﬁnd CV(d2 ).
– Calculating cosine similarity between obtained CVs. Finally,
we obtain the SR(d1 , d2 ) between documents by calculating the
cosine similarity of CV(d1 ) and CV(d2 ) (see Eq. 10).
7.3.3. SR database evaluation
The English version of Wikipedia used includes over 2.5 million articles. Since many of the articles are highly specialized, and
due to the described pruning process, we ﬁnd only around 15% of
those articles (387,992) relevant for our tweets corpus. In a similar manner as in the original paper [25], we evaluate the quality
of the SR database that we built against available datasets with
human judgment for word pairs relatedness. We use several such
datasets available online, as one of the most comprehensive current resources [23]. The results of the evaluation are presented in
Table 6. We do not provide herein a comparison with the existing
implementations, since not all of them provide their evaluation on
the same datasets with human judgments, and since a previous
study comparing them has shown that some of these results are
incompatible [16]. However, our evaluation scores are comparable
to the original implementation [25] and to the ESA implementations available online.
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